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PHOTO FEATURE
Spring is Sprung - Parrsboro was a beehive of activity on
Mother’s day weekend, gardening, restaurant openings and
folks just out for a walk. The real proof is when baseball
season starts in earnest and that is exactly what happened.
Both ball parks were active with a total of 14 games ongoing.
Pictured is the game between the Rainmakers and Pelley.
Great fun for all and a wonderful welcome to spring.

Parrsboro International Plein Air Festival

June 16, 17, 18, 2017
Fans and followers of the
International Plein Air festival
will invade Parrsboro for the
three day event on June 16, 17
& 18. The event will get started with a Meet n Greet Wine
and Cheese from 7-9 pm on
Thursday June 15th. Many
other events are planned, but
the final day will see a Quick
Draw competition from 10:00
am – 12 Noon.
The following is the
event’s schedule:
Thurs June 15, 7-9pm: Meet
n Greet/Wine & Cheese – Art
Lab. There will be a review of
the event and Bill Rogers will
go through stamping & framing.
Fri June 16, 8 :30 am:
Stamping of Frames at Art Lab

/ Travel to painting locations;
7-9 pm: After Painting “on
Deck” Social at Ship’s
Company Theatre.
Sat June 17,5:00 pm:
Paintings turned in for hanging at The Hall; 8:00-10:00 pm
Collector’s Gala: Presentation
of Awards. Admission $100
which can be put toward purchase of a painting.
Competing Artists- free
Sun June 18, 10am- 5pm:
Public Art Sale at The Hall; 10
am – noon: Quick Draw
Competition – sign up
9:00am. Prizes $100/$50/$25.
Paintings displayed on easels.
Town based locations with
Map; Sign-up Fee - $10. Plein
competition & All artists - welcome!

Is Spencer’s Island Next?
By Maurice Rees
Stakeholders and government departments have constantly stated the FORCE site
in Minas Channel is not the
permanent home for tidal turbines, maintaining “it’s a
demonstration site”. With two
turbines deployed, the first
was removed because of
severe damage. The current
one, deployed into Minas
Channel on November 7th in
the process of being retrieved
due to several malfunctions is
also being viewed with suspicion.
If over the course of a few
months, or years, tides in the
Minas Channel are determined to be too strong and
turbulent for existing tidal turbine technology might other
sites in the upper Bay of
Fundy be more suitable?
Some area fishermen are
wondering, with Cape Sharp
Tidal seeking approval for
permits to deploy the turbine
into waters near Spencer’s
Island or Fraserville for a period of five days for operational
testing, might proponents be
seeking an alternative site.
With water depths in
excess of 20m, which is
required for the turbine to be
submerged at all times, is
there a possibility waters near
Spencer’s Island and other
areas towards Advocate could
become a second or alternative tidal turbine site?

HEALTH CARE

$12 million is being invested in a
Physician Tuition Relief Program to
encourage physicians to practice
in underserviced communities.
Physicians choose which
communities they wish to practice
and live in and I will work to make
Cumberland South a location of
choice for attracting and retaining
doctors to Cumberland South.

ROADS

Working directly with residents and
the Municipality to create a local
prioritization list for road, bridge
and infrastructure improvements I
will work with government to
advocate for these projects so we
will benefit from programs like the
Gravel Road Capital Program
dedicated funding for gravel road
improvements in rural areas.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Cumberland South has a unique
abundance of renewable energy
like geothermal, wind, solar, and
tidal power. Development of
these resources will create an
enormous impact on
Cumberland South's economic
future and create meaningful
employment opportunities for
our area.

RURAL INTERNET

I am a rural internet user and I
understand our concerns.
Improving high-speed internet
service in rural areas will take time
and ongoing investments like the
funding received to build a tower in
Port Greville for high-speed internet
which enhances quality of life,
access to essential services, and
helps businesses to innovate.

When contacted a marine
engineering consultant just
shook his head, when asked if
accurate operational testing
could be conducted with the
existing malfunctioning turbine before repairs are completed at the Port of Saint
John. His response raised the
point, if the turbine is damaged or malfunctioning to the
point such a vast amount of
money is being spent to
retrieve it then send to Saint
John, it is unbelievable any
reliable testing could be done
prior to repairs being carried
out.
Scott Fraser an Advocate
area fisherman, who has plied
the waters for approximately
30 years, has two sons on his
boat. When contacted on May
17th
by
the
South
Cumberland News, he indicated fishers in the Advocate
area are very upset. He said,“I
don’t think anyone wants it
up here. We never wanted it
in the beginning”.
Not wanting to be identified other Advocate fishers
are very concerned Spencer’s
Island and Fraserville areas
are being considered for a five
day test. They are suspicious
the test could be a way to
check out the area as a possible alternative location if
Minas Channel does not work,
or could be a second site
when more turbines are
deployed.

Parrsboro Plein Air
June 16, 17, 18

A Festive Weekend
of Art & Entertainment
37 top plein air painters coming to paint
on location Bass River to Advocate
74 New Paintings!
GIANT ART SALE – The Hall, Parrsboro
Sun Jun19, 10am – 5 pm
Admission Free

www.parrsborocreative.com/pleinair/
Image Above- Advocate – Joy Laking

TOURISM

Nova Scotia has seen 3 straight years
of visitor growth – the first time in over
a decade. In 2016, tourism revenue was
$2.6 billion - the best year in history.
The sites and hospitality here in
Cumberland South needs to tap into
that revenue by working with Tourism
Nova Scotia to promote us as a mustsee area which will help job creation
and economic development.

LOCAL DOES MATTER

At the doors, in the streets, on the
phone I am listening to the people of
Cumberland South. People who are
voting Liberal and those who are not
because an elected representative
needs to represent everyone. Their
issues are my issues. In this election, I
am not fighting against the other
candidates, I am fighting for you –
the people of Cumberland South.

Local does matter. Your
vote matters. I am here for
Cumberland South and
proud to be your Liberal
Candidate and ask for
your vote.
Thank you,
Kenny John

Authorized by the Official Agent for Kenny John Jackson.

